Kensington Village

The urban neighbourhood punches above its weight with more than 250 businesses where locals flock to eat, shop and play.

This historic French neighbourhood features a contrast of historic sights and urban developments that house trendy shops and vibrant restaurants for every taste.

Check out Calgary’s omate Chinese Cultural Centre, or enjoy an authentic Asian dining experience in this cultural hub.

From adventurous dining to top-of-the-line shopping and entertainment hotspots, “17th” as the locals call it, is where Calgary comes to play.

Downtown Calgary

Catch a matinee, stumble upon live music and public art, sample local cuisine or visit niche shops and boutiques in Calgary’s energetic downtown core.

Explore this neighbourhood’s vibrant shops, urban restaurants and thriving cafes by day, then experience the energy of Calgary’s nightlife scene once the sun goes down.

Chinatown

This urban neighbourhood punches above its weight with more than 250 businesses where locals flock to eat, shop and play.

From adventurous dining to top-of-the-line shopping and entertainment hotspots, “17th” as the locals call it, is where Calgary comes to play.

Downtown Calgary

Catch a matinee, stumble upon live music and public art, sample local cuisine or visit niche shops and boutiques in Calgary’s energetic downtown core.

Explore this neighbourhood’s vibrant shops, urban restaurants and thriving cafes by day, then experience the energy of Calgary’s nightlife scene once the sun goes down.

Chinatown

This urban neighbourhood punches above its weight with more than 250 businesses where locals flock to eat, shop and play.

From adventurous dining to top-of-the-line shopping and entertainment hotspots, “17th” as the locals call it, is where Calgary comes to play.

Downtown Calgary

Catch a matinee, stumble upon live music and public art, sample local cuisine or visit niche shops and boutiques in Calgary’s energetic downtown core.

Explore this neighbourhood’s vibrant shops, urban restaurants and thriving cafes by day, then experience the energy of Calgary’s nightlife scene once the sun goes down.